
University  “Gheorghe Dima” Music Academy Cluj-Napoca 

Faculty  Faculty of Music Theory 

Department  Musicology 

Position in the staff list 08 

Position  ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR 

Subjects in the curriculum Theory solfege dictation (majors Music, Performance, 

Singing) 

Field Music 

Description Associate professor, pos. 08, Musicology Department of the 

Faculty of Music Theory, includes 40 hours a week of which 

14 hours are conventional classes and the rest are 

complementary activities according to the Academy’s 

Charter and the job description. 

Tasks/activities Delivering lectures and applied activities according to the 

curriculum requirements and the subject description. 

Teaching activities: 14 conventional classes consisting in 

courses and practical activities. Research/artistic activities. 

Other activities: guidance for students in elaborating their 

final diploma theses, guidance of artistic practice, tutoring, 

assessment, counselling, guidance of students’ scientific 

activities, professional orientation, activities in commissions 

(for entrance and graduation exams), other activities required 

by the university management. 

Minimal wages 4793 

Date of publication in the 

Official Journal of Romania 

24.04.2018 

Registration  24.04.2018 – 19.08.2018 

Exams 3.09.2018 

Communication of results 3.09.2018 

Contestations  4, 5, 6, 7, 10.09.2018 

Solution of contestations: within 48 hours of submittal 

Contest themes 

 

Teaching a lesson in class 

Theme: Tonal systems 

Description of contest 

procedure 

Teaching a lesson in class. The lesson’s topic will be 

announced 48 hours before the contest, based on the given 

theme. 

List of documents a) application form, signed by the candidate, including a 

declaration regarding the truth of all information enclosed in 

the application file; 

b) copies of: 

- birth certificate; 

- ID card, passport, or any equivalent document;  

- marriage certificate (in case of name changes) or any other 

documents attesting name changes; 

- certificate attesting the completion of the teacher training 

courses; 

c) authorized copies of: 

- Bachelor of studies diploma and transcript of 

records/diploma supplement; 

- Master’s degree diploma (where applicable); 

- PhD diploma (when the original PhD diploma is not 

automatically recognized in Romania, the equalization 



certificate); 

- other diplomas or certificates confirming the candidate’s 

education. 

d) resume of the candidate – both on electronic support and 

hard copy; 

 

e) a list of works and/or performances/artistic 

events/activities of the candidate, on electronic support and 

hard copy; 

f) proposal for the candidate’s academic career development, 

regarding both teaching and scientific research; the proposal 

written by the candidate should not exceed 10 pages and is 

one of the main criteria in resolving ties between candidates;  

 

g) checklist of meeting the university’s requirements for the 

present application. The model of the checklist can be found 

in Annex 1 (b) for associate professors, professors, 

researcher I and II. The form must be filled in and signed by 

the candidate; 

h) abstract of the PhD thesis, both in Romanian and another 

international language, with a maximum 1 page for each 

language variant; 

 

i) statement where the candidate declares all incompatibility 

situations that might emerge in the case of winning as 

specified by Law no. 1/2011 or the lack of such 

incompatibility situations; 

j) a maximum of 10 publications, patents or other works by 

the candidate, on electronic support as selected by the 

candidate according to their relevance to the candidate’s 

professional achievements. 

k) the list of the three names and contact details of persons 

who agreed to provide references regarding the candidate’s 

professional abilities for the positions of assistant professor 

and professor. 

Address where contest file is 

to be submitted 

“Gheorghe Dima” Music Academy 

25 I.C. Brătianu Street, 400079, Cluj-Napoca, Cluj, Romania 

Methodology 

Examination panel 

 

President: 

Conf.dr. Cristian Bence-Muk (Gheorghe Dima Music Academy - Cluj-Napoca) 

 

Members:  

- Conf.dr. Pop Ciprian (Gheorghe Dima Music Academy - Cluj-Napoca) 

- Prof.dr. Sandu-Dediu Valentina (National Music University of Bucharest) 

- Prof.dr. Duțică Gheorghe (George Enescu University of Arts - Iași) 

- Prof.dr. Vasiliu Laura (George Enescu University of Arts - Iași) 

 

Alternate members: 

- Conf.dr. Cibișescu-Duran Iulia (Gheorghe Dima Music Academy - Cluj-Napoca 



Conf.dr. Borza Adrian (Gheorghe Dima Music Academy - Cluj-Napoca Conf.dr. Coca 

Gabriela (Babeș-Bolyai University Cluj-Napoca) 

- Prof.dr. Gheorghiță Nicolae (National Music University of Bucharest) 

 

 

 


